DC16 Road Case Instructions

The DC16 road case allows transport of a DC16 and several accessories. It is designed specifically so the DC16 may be operated while still in the case bottom once the case top has been unlatched and removed. Before installing and using this product, please read these instructions carefully and keep them on hand for future reference. Do not use the product in any way that is not described in these instructions.

Lid Removal:

1. Place the road case on a flat, solid surface with the Running Man logo face up.

2. There are four arrows in the image to the right. These point to four latches. Unlatch all four and lift the lid straight up.

   NOTE: The DC16 road case does not have two latches and a hinge. Rather, as just mentioned, there are four total latches that must be unlatched before the top of the case may be removed.

DC16 Placement:

1. Center the DC16 on the bottom road case between the side foam pieces and slide back until it rests against the rear foam.

   NOTE #1: There are open spots in the rear foam. These openings coincide with the location of the DC16's rear panel connectors. As such, the show may be mixed with the DC16 remaining in the bottom case.

   NOTE #2: There are two cutouts in the bottom foam. These cutouts are perfectly sized to house the DC16 power supply and power cord.

   NOTE #3: Note the orientation of the Running Man logo on the case top, the DC16 and the foam orientation on the case bottom. This is how the pieces fit together.

Road case weight: 48 lb. / 21.8 kg.

LOUD Technologies Inc. is not responsible for any damage to the DC16, DC16 Road Case or any accessories.